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ABSTRACT
Shah, Zubin. M.S.C.E., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, 
Wright State University, 2006. Simulation and Analysis of RFID 
Localization Algorithms.
Radio frequency identification (RFID) based localization systems 
provide a unique approach to localize mobile entities equipped with RFID 
readers or tagged with RFID tags. UHF RFID systems using passive tags are 
a good choice considering their cost, reading range, and reliability. With 
global acceptance and deployment of UHF RFID systems using passive tags 
for tracking and identification, virtually everything around us can be 
tagged with small and low-cost passive RFID tags.
This thesis describes a Monte Carlo Localization based algorithm to 
localize a mobile RFID reader within a tagged environment. A software tool 
is developed to validate this localization process, simulate it and 
analyze its performance. Requirement specification for such RFID based 
localization systems can be determined based on various analysis plots 
available from this software tool. The tool also analyses tag localization 
using fixed readers to study the RFID characteristics for localization. 
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This thesis describes the development of a software tool that allows 
simulation and analysis of a localization approach using passive UHF RFID 
readers and tags. Section 1.1 advocates the use of passive UHF radio 
frequency identification (RFID) technology for localization and briefly 
describes the localization approach employed. Section 1.2 introduces the 
software tool developed. Section 1.3 provides an outline to the 
organization of this thesis.
1.1. Localization using RFID
Localization is important for providing better and more efficient 
context aware services. For instance, knowledge of its own location within 
a grocery store, a mobile computing device can enhance shopping 
experiences by navigating and guiding users throughout the store. Or a 
device like a cell phone can identify that its location is inside a 
conference room and it can divert incoming calls to the user’s voice mail. 
There is a trend to use many cheap and tiny RFID tags all over different 
places. These tags can store and provide unique identifier and a few bytes 
of data that can be used to profile items and users. They can be tagged to 
landmarks to provide location information, which can be used by RFID 
readers that are permitted to access it. A mobile computing device 
equipped with RFID reader can move in a pre-tagged environment and 
localize itself. Location information available to this mobile RFID reader 
can be used for context aware services. Appendix A describes RFID 
technology related details. Passive and UHF RFID systems are favorable for 
localization, due to their longer range of operation, economically 
affordable costs and extensive usage.
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A software tool is developed in this thesis to simulate and analyze 
the performance of RFID based localization techniques. This tool provides 
two main features. First, it can simulate mobile (handheld) RFID reader’s 
localization using particle filters. This localization algorithm is a 
simple variant of Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) algorithm [1] employed to 
localize mobile RFID readers in passive and UHF infrastructure. This 
simulation can help analyze the feasibility and performance of the 
localization technique. Second, this tool provides real-time tag 
localization using fixed readers. Alien Technology’s ALR-9780 which is a 
passive UHF hardware is used to study RFID characteristics for 
localization.
This research studies a particle filtering based algorithm to 
localize a mobile RFID reader in a pre-tagged environment. The algorithm 
is a simple variant of MCL algorithm which is used to localize mobile 
robots [1][2]. In mobile robot’s localization research which uses MCL 
algorithm, robotic sensors provide information related to the robot’s 
motion. A mobile RFID reader on the other hand can be carried by a person 
or a vehicle and it is difficult to keep track of the location and speed 
of the mobile reader’s movement. The reader’s movement is non-
deterministic when carried by a person. Particle filtering is efficient in 
solving non-deterministic and random problems. This MCL based algorithm 
can localize readers without the knowledge of their initial position and 
keep track of its movement within a tagged environment. This algorithm 
predicts the reader’s movement and updates its belief using the tags read 
by the reader. The location information of these tags can be obtained by 
querying a database, or can be accessed from the tags themselves. In the 
latter case, the tag can either provide a specific format of tag ID 
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relating to its location or data stored within the tag can provide 
location information. 
Tag localization using a fixed reader can be simply obtained by 
trilateration. According to [3], “Trilateration is a method to determine 
relative positions of objects using the geometry of triangles in a similar 
fashion as triangulation.” The readers are fixed and hence act as access 
points. Using the knowledge of tags read by the reader and their received 
signal strengths, applications can localize tags by trilaterating. This 
research studies passive tag’s localization using fixed readers in one 
dimension using the received signal strengths information (RSSI).
1.2. Localization software development
The software tool developed in this thesis includes two parts:
1. Simulation and analysis for mobile reader localization using MCL based 
algorithm
2. Real-time tag localization in one dimension using a fixed reader
Both parts deal with passive UHF RFID hardware. The mobile reader 
approach is evaluated through simulations within the software tool. A 
mobile reader moves in a pre-tagged environment and it can be localized by 
tracking its path. Localization performance can be analyzed using various 
constraints through simulation and analysis plots that this tool provides. 
These plots and analysis can help decide optimum tag densities for 
efficient localization. It also aids in analyzing localization errors for 
different algorithm configurations and reader configurations. The software 
tool was developed using Microsoft’s .NET development framework (Version 
1.1). Figure 1-1 shows a typical configuration GUI to configure algorithm 
and reader parameters.
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Figure 1-1: GUI to configure algorithm and reader parameters
Figure 1-2 shows a typical graphical simulation for reader’s 
localization within a grid of reference tags. The software tool also 
provides real-time tag localization using fixed readers. Figure 1-3 shows 
a typical real time tag localization configuration screen used to 
configure fixed readers. Alien Technology’s passive UHF RFID readers (ALR-
9780) are used to study the physics of RFID for localization. The tag 
localization techniques simply use signal strength approach to localize a 
tag in one dimension. This software tool also provides features to save 
the grid and reader configurations as a configuration file in plain text 
format.
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Figure 1-2: GUI showing mobile reader’s localization simulation
Figure 1-3: GUI for real-time tag localization using fixed readers
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1.3. Thesis outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes 
existing localization approaches with and without using RFID. Chapter 3
describes the MCL based localization algorithm to localize a mobile RFID 
reader. Chapter 3 also presents a tag localization approach using fixed 
readers that is used to study RFID behavior for localization. Chapter 4
describes the software tool developed for this research and results 
obtained using this tool. Chapter 5 summarizes the research and future 
work. Appendix A talks about RFID, RFID related applications and 
standards. Appendix B talks about the concepts of context awareness which 
can be supported by this research. Appendix C provides selected analysis 
plots obtained using the software tool for mobile reader’s localization 
using the MCL based localization algorithm.
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2. Literature survey
This chapter discusses a few localization approaches prevailing 
today. Section 2.1 briefly describes some localization approaches that do 
not use RFID. Section 2.2 describes localization systems that use RFID.
2.1. Localization approaches without using RFID
This section briefly describes the underlying technology used for 
various localization approaches without using RFID. They include 
localization using global positioning system (GPS), infrared based system 
used to localize personnel in an office environment, ultrasound based 
approaches, radio frequency and wireless Ethernet based localization 
approaches.
2.1.1. GPS based systems
GPS is widely used for outdoor localization. A GPS receiver 
determines its distance from satellites by calculating signal arrival time 
from satellites, and by trilateration it can calculate its location on 
earth’s surface. GPS based systems are used by military, government 
agencies and commercial institutions to locate people and vehicles [3]. 
Research shows that localization using GSM (global system for mobile 
communication) and GPS equipped devices provide 2 to 5 meters median error 
for localization indoors. But these systems require non-trivial training 
before using them [5]. While GPS accuracy is acceptable for certain 
applications, it has many points of failing due to weather conditions. 
They also show poor results in locations where there are dense and tall 
buildings.
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2.1.2. Infrared based active badge system
Active badge system uses infrared technology to locate personnel in 
an office environment. Every person to be tracked uses an active badge, 
which transmits a signal every predefined interval of time, which is 
picked up by infrared sensors located within the office building. The 
Active Badge system’s typical detection range is 6 meters and unlike radio 
waves the signal cannot penetrate through walls. Life of batteries within 
the badge is about a year. The system is relatively expensive and requires 
a special hardware infrastructure [6].
2.1.3. Ultrasound based localization systems
Cricket indoor location system [7][8] and bat location system [9]
use ultrasound for location determination. They use time-of-flight 
techniques on ultrasound to acquire location information. Both these 
systems have good accuracy and resolution, but the ultrasound 
infrastructure costs are very high. Cricket Indoor Location System uses 
radio frequency (RF) and ultrasound to provide location information to 
receiving/listening/host devices. Beacons attached to known locations 
transmit RF messages and ultrasound pulse to mobile listeners. These 
listening devices have position accuracies of 10 cm. and orientation 
accuracies of 3 degrees. The Bat Location System uses ultrasonic badge to 
transmit ultrasound signals. Receivers attached to the ceilings can 
localize badges carried by people using trilateration.
2.1.4. Radio frequency based systems
Many location determination approaches have been proposed using 
radio frequency. RF based approaches are widely employed and systems that 
use signal strengths do have better location accuracies. RADAR is an RF 
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based location determination system used for location and tracking people 
inside a building. This system uses signal strength information and signal 
propagation modeling techniques to determine accurate user location and 
hence provides location-aware services with median resolution of 2-3 
meters [10].
Reliable localization can be achieved with IEEE 802.11, using 
available and inexpensive wireless Ethernet cards [11]. The experimental 
setup shows a standard deviation error of 1.5 meters using Bayesian 
localization approaches. Similar localization approaches using IEEE 802.11 
network and probabilistic localization for wireless signals show that 2.25 
meters localization error is achieved for 70% of the experiments without 
training the system [12].  Training reduces errors considerably to bring 
their results in tandem with the former approach and hence is at par with 
it. But, the underlined network infrastructure cost is very high. These
experiments used a setup in an office environment where approximately 50 
802.11b wireless access points were spread over a size of 120 by 22.5 
meters, and on average five access points were within communication range
[12]. There are other approaches such as context-aware services using WLAN 
[13], received signal strength (RSS) based localization using sensor 
networks [14], and statistical approaches used for signal strength 
estimation techniques [15]. For these RF based approaches, the hardware 
infrastructure requires multiple wireless access points and training of 
these systems before being used.
2.2. Localization approaches using RFID
This section discusses various localization approaches using RFID. 
They include a system that uses RFID readers to locate tagged objects 
using a video camera, LANDMARC which is active RFID based localization 
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system, a project to localize people tagged with HF transponders and robot 
localization techniques employed for context aware services.
2.2.1. Ferret: RFID localization with a video camera
Ferret is a localization system to locate indoor objects tagged with 
RFID tags. A real time application displays probable locations for 
narrowing user’s search. This system uses a handheld video camera with a 
display and an embedded RFID reader. The user selects a set of objects 
(tagged with RFID tags) that are to be localized. When the camera moves 
along with its embedded RFID reader, the system’s reader scans for tags 
and at the same time updates the camera’s display with an outline of 
probable locations of the objects. The location algorithm uses 
directionality of the readers to infer location of nearby tags, based on 
the conditional probability calculated within the algorithm. According to 
the authors the system can be further enhanced by modifying power output 
from the reader [16].
2.2.2. LANDMARC: Active RFID based indoor localization system
This system uses active RFID to locate tagged objects in an indoor 
environment. It uses signal strength and reference tags within the 
environment that also has target tags. It determines location information 
of tags by comparing reference tag’s signal strength and target tag signal 
strength [17]. This approach uses active tags which are expensive and 
relatively short lived compared to passive tags. This approach uses fixed 
RFID readers.
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2.2.3. RFID-based location determination tool
This research demonstrates using cheaper RFID readers to determine 
location of people within an indoor environment. It discusses high 
frequency range of RFID readers to determine the location of a person 
carrying either a tag or a reader, and exploits the advantages of cheaper, 
mid-range, low-profile RFID reader which operates in 13.56 MHz range and 
is ISO/IEC 15693 compatible [18].
2.2.4. Robot localization using RFID
Researchers at University of Washington and Intel research (Seattle) 
have used RFID for localization of mobile robots using passive RFID and 
particle filter based approaches. These systems are implemented using UHF 
RFID hardware, to locate a robot’s location within a known and pre-tagged 
environment. These robots can then be self assisted with their location 
and can be used for applications like museum tour guides. There have been 
various particle filtering approaches used by researchers to localize a 
mobile robot based on its own sensor feedback and RFID readers. Mapping 
and Localization with RFID Technology [2] is one such variation and uses 
Monte Carlo Localization algorithm [1]. The research in [1] and [2] forms 
a substantial base for reader’s localization approach used in this thesis, 
which is a simple variant of MCL algorithm. The variations as discussed in 
Section 3.1 are in the motion model that describes a person’s movement and 
the likelihood model used for mobile RFID readers.
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3. Localization using passive UHF RFID
This chapter discusses the localization techniques used in this 
research. Section 3.1 describes particle filtering approach employed to 
localize mobile RFID readers. Section 3.2 describes the approach employed 
to study localization characteristics using fixed UHF readers.
3.1. Localization using mobile RFID reader
This section describes particle filtering, localization setup and 
infrastructure details, MCL based localization algorithm, the signal 
strength based likelihood model proposed and used in this thesis, and 
tradeoffs using particle filtering for reader localization.
3.1.1. Particle filtering and Sequential Monte Carlo methods
According to [19], “Monte Carlo methods are a widely used class of 
computational algorithms for simulating the behavior of various physical 
and mathematical systems. They are distinguished from other simulation 
methods (such as molecular dynamics) by being stochastic, that is non-
deterministic in some manner – usually by using random numbers (or, more 
often, pseudo-random-numbers), as opposed to deterministic algorithms.” “A 
Monte Carlo algorithm is a numerical Monte Carlo method used to find 
solutions to mathematical problems (which may have many variables) that 
cannot easily be solved.” “Particle filters, also known as Sequential 
Monte Carlo methods (SMC), are sophisticated model estimation techniques 
based on simulation.” Also according to [20], “Sequential Monte Carlo 
(SMC) are a set of flexible simulation-based methods for sampling from a 
sequence of probability distributions; each distribution being only known 
up to a normalizing constant.” “SMC methods approximate the sequence of 
probability distributions of interest using a large set of random samples, 
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named particles. These particles are propagated over time using simple 
Importance Sampling (IS) and re-sampling mechanisms. Asymptotically, i.e. 
as the number of particles goes to infinity, the convergence of these 
particles approximates towards the sequence of probability distributions 
can be ensured under very weak assumptions. However, for practical 
implementations, a finite and sometimes quite restricted number of 
particles have to be considered.”
A common problem is to find out a physical system’s state. Monte 
Carlo methods approximate an arbitrary physical system as a probability 
density function (PDF) and apply statistical evaluation using random 
sampling. Sampled outcomes from the PDF are assigned weights according to 
their characteristics and the real state or output of the system. Particle 
filtering methods, also termed as Sequential Monte Carlo methods, provide 
different ways to compute the state of a system using a probabilistic 
distribution. The basic idea is to recursively compute and approximate 
distributions of a system’s state with discrete random measures. These 
computations are expensive in terms of their complexities. Particle 
filtering have been employed by various researchers for many applications, 
described by several analogous but slightly different implementations in 
[21][22][23][24]. Monte Carlo localization (MCL) algorithm [1] is one such 
variant implemented to localize a mobile robot [1]. It implements a 
sampling based probabilistic density representation for mobile robots. 
According to the authors, Monte Carlo localization approach can resolve 
ambiguities for global localization of a mobile robot and efficiently 
estimate a robot’s position. The Reader Localization algorithm is a simple 
variant of the Monte Carlo Localization algorithm.
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3.1.2. Reader’s localization algorithm setup
The MCL based localization algorithm localizes a mobile RFID reader. 
This reader can be carried by a person, a robot or a vehicle in a pre-
tagged environment. Pre-tagged environment refers to the environment that 
contains RFID tags attached to objects and can be read by a mobile RFID 
reader. These tags read by the reader can be a combination of reference 
tags as well as unknown tags. The tags that provide their identification 
along with their location information are reference tags. Depending on the 
reader’s application, readers can read tag information (location and ID’s) 
from a database, or identify this information dynamically from the tag 
ID’s or data stored within these tags. The later case can be used for a 
generalized application where the reader can move anywhere which is pre-
tagged and can locate itself for advanced context-aware applications. 
Reference tags are tags attached to known landmarks inside a room, on a 
door, throughout aisles in a retail store, or any known landmark whose 
location is of importance to the application. Reader localization is more 
of a path tracking problem. The state of the system is the location of the 
reader and its orientation at any given time, more specifically, the co-
ordinates of the location with respect to a reference frame and an angle, 
describing the orientation of the mobile reader. The algorithm considers 
that handheld RFID reader’s antenna is directional and the tags read by 
the reader provide their received signal strength information (RSSI).
3.1.3. MCL based reader’s localization algorithm
Monte Carlo localization algorithm is the underlined principle used 
for reader’s localization algorithm. The algorithm description is based on 
similar lines as described in MCL research [1].
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Here, the state of the system is “location” which represents a 
mobile RFID reader. The state of the system is denoted by zk at a given 
time k. The set of all states from initial time to the present time (k) 
can be compiled together to provide Zk described by Equation 3-1.
}1,{ kizZ ik 
Equation 3-1
The set Zk represents locations within the reader’s possible moving 
space that the reader has moved. Each location consisting of a 2-
dimensional or 3-dimensional vector describing a reader’s pose. The 
reader’s orientation is described by an angle θ. A typical vector X for a 
reader’s location in 2-dimensional space is described in Equation 3-2.
],,[ yxX 
Equation 3-2
MCL based reader’s localization algorithm implements sampling-based 
methods where the modeled system’s PDF is represented as a set of samples 
(particles). Since, duality exists between the samples and the density 
function [1], a set of samples can be approximated from a density function 
and vice versa. The density describing actual location is represented as a 
set of N random particles or samples obtained from a probability density 
function p(xk|Zk), where, xk describes a mobile reader’s pose and 
orientation at any given iteration k. Each sample has an associated 
weight, which determines the likelihood of the sample being at the actual 
reader’s position. The set of samples at any given time k is described by 
Equation 3-3. In Equation 3-3, sik describes the ith sample in the kth
iteration. MCL based localization algorithm updates the set of samples in 
two phases, prediction phase and update phase.
}1;{ NisS kik 
Equation 3-3
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Prediction Phase: As the name suggests this phase predicts a new state of 
the system from its previous state and updates each sample according to 
the prediction, i.e. the reader’s predicted movement. After this phase the 
set of samples are transformed from Sk-1 to Sk’. The prime indicates that 
they are a predicted set of samples. Human motion can be approximated as a 
Gaussian random motion. The prediction of reader’s pose is based on the 
Gaussian approximation of a human motion centered on the current pose of 
the reader [2]. The Gaussian motion input (g) to a particle described by 
Equation 3-4, within the algorithm’s implementation uses Box-Muller
Transformation for calculating Gaussian random numbers [25]. Hence, a new 
set is sampled from the density p(xk|sik-1, g). For each particle sik-1, one 
sample sik’ is drawn from p(xk|sik-1, g). Gaussian width and sigma referred 
in Equation 3-4 are algorithm parameters which describe human motion’s 
approximation, and their typical values can vary depending on the 
algorithm’s implementation. The sampled set obtained as the result of this 
phase, describes the predictive (prior) density representing the reader’s 
location.
g = Gaussian(Gaussian_width, Gaussian_sigma)
Equation 3-4
Update Phase: During the update phase feedback from the real-world 
provides knowledge about the reader’s position and the sample set is 
weighted according to the likelihood model for the reader. The reference 
tags read by the reader constitutes the feedback from the real world. RFID 
reader’s tag list is updated with the tags read by the reader. Depending 
on the location of reference tags read by the reader, each sample’s weight 
in Sk’ is updated with the weight mik, which is the likelihood of sik’ given 





After the weight update, location of the reader is calculated by 
taking a weighted sum over the normalized weights of the complete sample 
set as described in Equation 3-6. Sample set Sk for the next iteration is 
then selected by re-sampling from this weighted set. Re-sampling selects 
the samples with maximum weights, and they have higher probability of












After the update phase, both these phases are repeated repeatedly. 
Initialization of the filter represents random samples all over the 
complete space where reader can possibly move. Samples initialized have 
random location and angle, but have default normalized weights as 
described by Equation 3-7. Section 3.1.4 describes the likelihood model 






3.1.4. Signal strength based likelihood model
The likelihood model weights each sample in the sample set with the 
likelihood calculated from the evidence. For mobile RFID readers the 
reference tags read by the reader constitutes the evidence. Location of 
mobile reader is approximated from the set of samples. For all samples, 
their pose and orientation (x, y and θ) are known. Reader has the 
knowledge of reference tags read and their location. Apart from these, the 
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reader has the knowledge of all the reference tags and their location.
From the evidence available, each particle is weighted according to its 
posterior probability calculated on the basis of Bayes theorem [26]. 
Equation 3-8 describes the Bayesian equation describing the likelihood of 








Let B be the event that a sample is the reader and A be the event 
that the reference tags read by the reader are observed. L(B|A) is the 
likelihood of a sample being the reader given the reference tags read by 
the reader. P(A|B) is the probability of the reference tags read given the 
sample is the reader. The probability of a sample being the reader, P(B), 
depends on the reference tags read by the actual reader and the particle
(sample). The weights of individual tags are calculated based on their 
RSSI and the maximum possible RSSI value (MAX_RSS), as described by 
Equation 3-9. This equation assigns the weight of a tag based on its RSSI.








The minimum weight for any tags should be for the minimum signal 
strength possible, i.e. when RSSI equals 1. The weight for a tag read with 









RSSI is the received signal strength information, i.e. the signal 
strength received by the reader, when a tag communicates with the reader. 
Generally, readers provide signal strength in different ranges, but from 
the algorithm’s point of view, the received signal strengths can be 
converted in smaller ranges of 1 to 4 or 1 to 8. For calculating the 
weights of reference tags read by the reader, the actual signal strengths 
can be used. Whereas the signal strength for reference tags read by the 
sample can be computed from the location and orientation of the sample,
which are known, and the location of the reference tags known to the 





































































Based on Equation 3-8, the likelihood of a sample being the reader (event 
B), given the evidence that the reference tags read by the reader (event 
A), the likelihood of a sample should be proportional to the probability 
of the reference tags read by the reader given the sample is the particle, 




































Particle filtering is computational complex. Using large number of 
samples causes the algorithm to be expensive. The likelihood model’s
weight update equation given by Equation 3-11 can be too complex in terms 
of calculating these weights for several thousand samples. Considering 
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practical applications, it may not be feasible to determine all possible 
reference tags and their locations to determine the weight of each sample. 
In that case the weight update equation can be modified to Equation 3-13. 
This likelihood model only considers those reference tags that are read by 
the reader. According to Equation 3-13, the particles which can read the 
reference tags read by the reader, have larger weights than other 













































3.1.5. Tradeoffs using particle filtering
Particle filters are able to represent multi-modal and random 
densities. Efficiency in localization increases since various particles 
are updated with their respective beliefs using actual evidence available. 
The final result does not depend on just one sample, but collectively on 
complete set of samples. Particle filters tend to be costly in terms of 
computations.
3.2. Localization using fixed RFID readers
This section describes the basic approach used to study tag 
localization using fixed readers and RSSI. Fixed readers are used in many 
retail and supply chain applications, access control applications and any 
application where the tag is mobile and has to be identified. The readers 
are usually attached to a wall, a door or an access point suitable to the 
application. Fixed readers can communicate to application database and can 
be remotely managed over the network. Normally, fixed readers provide a 
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list of tags and their respective signal strengths, called as the reader’s 
tag-list. Tag localization using fixed readers can be used for 
localization and tracking applications where there are multiple readers 
located in an area and numerous tags are moving in these readers’s reading 
range. Passive UHF RFID hardware has a limited communication range 
typically around three meters in ideal conditions. Localization using 
fixed RFID readers in UHF range is carried out to study the signal 
strength approach to localize passive UHF RFID tags in a one-dimensional 
space.
Alien Technology’s ALR-9780 (passive UHF RFID) reader is used for 
this purpose. It communicates with the software application via serial RS-
232 connection. Two antennas are connected to the same reader. The reader 
provides power attenuation to the signals transmitted by the antenna, 
controlled by software tools [27]. Alien Technology’s ALR-9780 can be 
configured for RF attenuation factor from 0 to 160. Attenuation value of 0 
indicates no attenuation, i.e. the maximum power transmitted by the 
antenna. Attenuation value of 160 indicates maximum attenuation, i.e. 
minimum power transmitted by reader’s antenna. To provide an illusion of 
signal strengths, the reader is set to RF attenuation. Possible signal 
strength values are 1 ... MAX_RSS. The tags read in each RF attenuation 
band will be read in the logical signal strengths of MAX_RSS ... 1. The 

















The real-time tag localization tool described in Section 4.1.2
describes the localization setup and the software tool configurations 
required to study tag localization using RSSI in one dimension.
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4. Software tool and results
This chapter describes features provided by the software tool and 
results obtained using it. Section 4.1 describes the software tool. 
Section 4.2 discusses the results obtained and their implications for RFID 
based localization techniques.
4.1. Software tool
The software tool provides two main features: (1) Simulation and 
analysis for mobile reader’s localization using MCL based algorithm and 
(2) real-time tag localization using fixed readers.
4.1.1. Simulation and analysis tool for mobile reader localization
This component of the software tool simulates mobile reader’s 
localization. Software based simulation tools can simulate physical 
processes and systems. They are used to validate physical processes as 
well as monitor system performance. Simulations can drastically cut costs 
by improving reliability and performance of actual systems. They can help 
perform tradeoff analysis, and create requirements specifications for 
products and systems without physically implementing actual systems. All 
these benefits directly improve the economics and profits of a product or 
a company.
Features provided by the simulation tool developed: This software tool 
provides Windows based configuration form and graphics to simulate reader 
localization within a tagged environment. The tool has two main forms. 
First, a configuration form where users can modify algorithm and reader 
configurations. Second, a simulation form which provides graphics and user 
interface for simulating reader’s localization and user interface to draw 
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reader paths, reference tags, analysis plots, etc. Figure 4-1 shows a 
typical configuration form. This configuration form has configurable 
parameters and menu items. All configuration parameters can be divided 
into groups as described below:
1. Reader configuration: This group of parameters provides reader 
configurations. Basic reader characteristics and its movement for 
simulation can be configured. Reading range, reading angle, number of 
signal strengths are reader’s configurable parameters described by Figure 
4-2. Reader’s speed describes the distance a mobile RFID reader is 
expected to travel within consecutive iterations of the localization 
algorithm.
Figure 4-1: Simulation Tool Configuration Screen
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Figure 4-2: Reader's configurable parameters
Reader’s travel path describes the path a reader travels while simulating 
its localization. There are two types of path a reader can be configured 
to travel: random, and user configurable. A random path starts from a 
random location and moves along a random direction within the tagged 
environment. The reader travels straight distance for the number of steps 
configured in the numeric input box. If the reader reaches the end of 
tagged space configured by the user, it turns back to the tagged 
environment in a different direction. The user configurable reader’s path 
can be drawn on the simulation screen. A click and drag of the pointing 
device can configure the reader’s path on the tagged environment using the 
pointing device. Selection of this “From User” option allows user to draw 
and configure reader’s path on the simulation screen.
2. Grid Configuration: Grid configuration specifies the horizontal and 
vertical size of the tagged environment where simulations for reader’s 
localization are graphically shown. Their units are meters and the scale 
used for GUI and simulation graphics can be configured using the GUI scale 
group of inputs where meters to pixels can be scaled as shown in Figure 
4-3.
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3. Reference tags: These parameters configure the type of reference tag 
arrangements for reader’s localization. Reference tags in real world 
provide their identification and their location information. In the 
simulation they provide their identification as the data stored and their 
location with respect to the reference origin on the tagged environment 
also shown in Figure 4-3. Reference tags can be configured in three 
possible options: random, grid based, and by the user. Random reference 
tags generate reference tags randomly all over the tagged environment. The 
numeric input configures the number of random tags generated. Grid based 
random tags are generated with the exact tag to tag distance configured 
from the numeric input also termed as “Tag2Tag distance”. This allows 
users to determine optimum grid density when analyzed for various tag to 
tag distances. The third option allows users to configure reference tag’s 
grid and place reference tags anywhere around the grid. These reference 
tags can be placed in the simulation screen using the pointing device.
4. Simulation parameters: The numeric input labeled “Delay between 
iteration” configures a delay between consecutive iterations for users to 
visualize algorithm samples and their update. “Number of particles”
configures the number of samples or particles used for sampling based MCL 
algorithm.
5. Motion model: Gaussian motion model predicts human motion and during 
the prediction stage all samples are updated with a Gaussian input. This 
Gaussian random function is configured to be at the center of the particle 
and with a Gaussian spread and sigma obtained from this group of 
configuration.
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6. Re-sampling approach: The type of re-sampling to be used can be 
selected using the selection in this group of configuration. “Re-sampling” 
selection re-samples and selects samples with higher likelihood. “Re-
sampling with 3% Global samples” selection, does normal re-sampling, but 
introduces 3% samples in the sample set, which are produced randomly over 
the tagged space. Both these approaches maintain the total number of 
samples as the number of samples configured by the user.
7. Analysis configuration: This configuration group introduces two kinds 
of simulations possible. First, it can configure single simulation through 
the algorithm. Second, it configures batch mode simulation which helps 
analyze “Tag2Tag distance” and run multiple simulations from minimum value 
to maximum value of the tag to tag distance parameter and calculate error 
in reader’s localization. This error can further be plotted to analyze the 
algorithm’s performance. This group also introduces tag reading error. 
This error introduces noise in tags read by the reader. Introduction to 
the noise here means randomly removing a percentage of tags read by the 
reader and hence the algorithm’s performance can be measured in presence 
of corrupt or incomplete readings.
The configuration form’s toolbar menu provides two items: configuration 
and simulation. The “Configuration” menu can save the present 
configuration on the configuration form to a text file using a “Save” sub-
menu. This saves the present configuration on the configuration form to a 
text file. The “Simulate” sub-menu opens a simulation form where reference 
tags and reader paths can be configured. The simulation form provides a 
graphic visualization of the reader’s simulation process.
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Figure 4-3: Grid configuration parameters
The simulation form shown in Figure 4-3 shows a graphical 
visualization of reader moving in a tagged environment. This simulation is 
configured from the configuration form. This simulation menu provides the 
following menu items:
1. Simulate: This menu has various other sub-menu items which are related 
to simulation graphics and objects within the simulation. These sub-
menus include:
a. Clear grid: Erases all the graphics on the grid.
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b. Add objects: This sub-menu allows user to add reference tags and 
objects on the graphics of this tagged environment.
c. Add reference tags: Allows users to click and place tags on the 
graphical tagged space.
2. Results: This menu has other sub-menus related to results and plots 
which can be used for further analysis of this localization algorithm.
a. Show reader paths: Displays the reader’s actual path if it is 
configured by the user.
b. Show calculated paths: Displays the outcome of the localization 
result and shows reader’s path calculated by simulations.
c. Show plots: This sub-menu is only visible in case multiple-
analysis of the algorithm is selected. After multiple iterations 
of the algorithm are simulated their errors are calculated. These 
errors and the grid densities are plotted for analysis using this 
sub-menu. These errors are calculated with respect to the actual 
location of the reader known to the simulation tool. There are 
four kinds of errors plotted: total error, total error with 
momentum, steady-state (SS) error, and steady-state error with 
momentum. The total error is the error calculated for actual 
algorithm output. The total error with momentum is the error 
calculated for the actual algorithm output applying the momentum 
approximation described by Equation 4-1. This equation is given 
for the x co-ordinate, but the same is valid for y coordinate as 
well as the angle. The two steady state errors are calculated by 
discarding the first ten iterations of the output from 
calculating the average error, considering the algorithm’s 
convergence time. Further, momentum approximation is also applied 
to the steady state output and its errors are calculated with and 
without using momentum. The analysis plots generated use an open 
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source library developed and maintained by project 
SourceForge.net [28].






Advantages of using the simulation tool developed: A RFID reader’s 
localization can be studied and analyzed using the simulation tool. It is 
possible to examine the trade-offs with respect to various parameters 
involved within the localization algorithm and examine a system’s 
performance under various conditions. In a localization system the cost of 
initial design and deployment is a major concern and so is the deployment 
time. This simulation tool can help analyze system performance and reduce 
deployment time. Flexibility and reliability of a simulation tool are very 
important in designing prototype localization systems based on the 
analysis from the simulation tool. A mobile RFID based localization system 
can be designed and evaluated along with its requirement specifications 
using this simulation tool.
A simulation tool considers a completely ideal system and cannot 
provide all the factors that are associated with a practical system. 
However, most of these aspects can be incorporated with better knowledge 
of the physical system and their behaviors. For instance, the reading 
range on the simulation is different from the reading range exhibited by 
the reader on field. It also depends on other factors especially on radio 
characteristics of the reader’s environment, objects tagged, etc. A 
simulation tool can be helpful to analyze system’s behavior without being 
on field by changing and examining parameters within the simulation tool.
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4.1.2. Real-time tag localization using fixed readers
This section describes the real-time localization tool within the 
software tool and the experimental setup. This real-time tag localization 
uses Alien Technology’s fixed RFID reader (ALR-9780). Figure 4-4 shows a 
typical Windows form used to study tag localization using fixed readers. 
ALR-9780 reader is connected to a serial port.
Figure 4-4: GUI for tag localization using fixed readers
As shown in Figure 4-4, connection and algorithm parameters can be 
configured using this simple real-time configuration form. Antennas can be 
placed on the graphics where tags will be graphically placed to visualize 
their location based on the signal strengths. Also the tags read are 
displayed with their signal strength and the antenna which read them in 
the adjoining message box. Figure 4-5 shows the experimental setup used to 
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study tag localization using fixed readers. It shows two antennas 
connected to passive UHF RFID reader and tags lying in between that needs 
to be localized. The distance is measured by the scale marked on the 
table. Both these antennas are shown separately on the real-time tag 
localization graphics that can be placed according to the actual positions 
of the antenna. But the localization of the tags using their signal 
strengths is carried out for individual antennas.
Figure 4-5: Experimental setup to study tag localization
A host computer connected to ALR-9780 controlling it can configure 
this reader for two different types of tag acquiring modes, “Global 
Scroll” and “Inventory” mode. Global Scroll is a simple and quick mode 
where the reader queries its surrounding for any tags present. A general 
broadcast message is sent to all tags present. Few tags which respond with 
sufficient energy to propagate and reach the reader’s antenna will be 
read. Whereas, the inventory mode provides a typical anti-collision 
algorithm for reading multiple tags present in the reader’s vicinity. 
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Typically when a reader queries its vicinity using broadcast messages, 
several tags if present will respond, causing collision of signals at the 
reader’s end. The anti-collision algorithm uniquely sorts multiple 
responses received and provides the final list of tags read or logically 
present in the reader’s vicinity [27]. The software tool uses a simple 
command to the reader (“set RFAttenuation = value_of_rf_attenuation”) that 
modifies the reader’s antenna gain of the reader’s antenna to a particular 
value in the range 0 to 160. This basically limits the power transmitted 
by the antenna. The lower the power transmitted, the lesser distance from 
the antenna the tags will be read. Similarly, the higher the power 
transmitted, the longer the radio signals can travel and hence the farther 
distances from the antenna the read tags are at.
The algorithm, termed for the scope of this thesis as the antenna 
gain algorithm, changes the antenna gain from its minimum value 0 (no RF 
attenuation) to 160 (16 dB RF attenuation) in steps configured by the user 
and sorts the tag contents received. A tag’s signal strength is the max 
signal strength it is read in. The reader queries the environment with the 
Inventory mode, for different RF attenuation values.
4.2. Results
This section describes the results obtained using the software tool, 
first for mobile readers and then fixed readers.
4.2.1. Results for mobile reader’s localization
Simulation for mobile reader’s localization is displayed graphically 
on the simulation form. Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 show various 
graphical versions of a typical simulation. The Mobile reader is 
configured for a reading range of 3 meters, speed of 0.75 meters per 
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iteration, reading tags within four signal strengths and a reading angle 
of 100 degrees. There are 1000 particles used to simulate the reader, the 
distance between two consecutive tags is 2.2 meters, the Gaussian spread 
is 1.5 meters and Gaussian sigma 0.6. These graphics show the reader 
moving in a grid based tagged environment and its localization. Figure 
4-6–A shows the user configured mobile reader’s path, entering the tagged 
environment from the top of the screen. Figure 4-6–B shows the very first 
iteration of the algorithm with 100 randomly generated samples. Similarly 
Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8-E show three selected intermediate outputs from 
the simulation graphics. Figure 4-8–F shows the final result after the 
complete localization simulation is completed. There are three reader 
paths shown. Actual reader’s path as configured by the user, algorithm 
output as assumed in every iteration by the algorithm and the momentum 
based approximation to the algorithm’s assumed path. These reader and 
algorithm configurations are for one set of configuration. That may or may 
not be suitable for a particular localization approach. This tool can be 
further configured and used to analyze different reader, grid and 
algorithmic configurations.
Figure 4-9 shows the analysis plot obtained from a typical multiple 
analysis option. This gives a relative comparison for the reader’s 
localization errors at different Tag2Tag distances. This is a typical 
analysis configured for the following reader configuration and algorithm 
configuration. The reader is configured with its reading range of 3m, 
reading angle 100º, 4 signal strengths and 0.75 meters per iteration 
speed. The algorithm is configured for a Gaussian width of 2 meters, and 
sigma as 0.6. The total error with and without momentum, and steady state 
error with and without momentum are shown in the figure. The steady state 
error (SS Error) with and without momentum simply discards the first ten 
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iterations of the algorithm, since the algorithm takes a few initial 
iterations to converge.
Figure 4-6: Graphic showing a typical simulation (A, B)
Figure 4-7: Graphic showing a typical simulation (C, D)
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Figure 4-8: Graphic showing a typical simulation (E, F)
Figure 4-9: Analysis plot for a typical configuration
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As visible from Figure 4-9, the algorithm takes more time and 
iterations to converge when there are few tags read by the reader in a 
single iteration. From Figure 4-9 the following can be concluded:
 For tag to tag distances less than 3 meters the reader localization 
error is less than 1 meter. The reader localization error is less than 
3m for Tag2Tag distances less than 4.5m.
 It depends on the type of application and the importance of location 
information to be considered for deciding the actual RFID 
infrastructure and that is where this simulation tool is of 
considerable importance.
 The reader’s range selected for this localization is 3 meters. For tag 
to tag distances greater than 3 meters, the reader moving in a tagged 
environment will not be able to read any tag for a period of time 
depending on the grid arrangement and the reader’s path chosen. From 
Figure 4-9 it is clear that there is a considerable effect of this 
inherent property in the localization approach at hand, and the average 
error that is considered here has a significant effect.
 The calculating metric for plots and analysis for this software tool 
considers an average error. In many possible scenarios this average 
error for a particular tag to tag distance configuration depends on the 
reader’s path chosen within the tagged environment.
 As seen from Figure 4-9, the difference between the total errors (with 
and without momentum) and the steady state error (with and without 
momentum) increases with increasing tag to tag distances, with the 
later one being lesser in value than the former. This shows that the 
algorithm takes a longer time to converge in absence of sufficient 
evidence available in terms of the tags being read.
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Further, Appendix C describes different configurations and analysis 
plots obtained for those configurations. The following are general 
observations for the algorithm performance and the RFID based mobile 
reader’s localization approach.
Number of signal strengths: The number of signal strengths that a tag can 
be read by the reader can provide a tag’s localization with higher 
precision. Comparing a reader’s localization having signal strength of 
four to signal strength of eight, the complete analysis shows that the 
latter case has smaller error at higher tag to tag distances. The average 
error of approximately four meters is seen with a tag to tag distance of 5 
meters with signal strength of eight. The likelihood model weights each 
sample based on the signal strengths associated with the tags read by the 
reader and the sample. The tags read by the sample can be calculated and 
hence can be manipulated by the algorithm. Whereas, the tags read by the 
reader reader’s configuration and the precision in weighting a sample can 
be improved by using higher number of signal strengths for readers and for 
the samples.
Number of particles: The location assumed depends on the weighted sum of 
all the samples. Using larger number of samples improves the algorithm’s 
accuracy in approximating the reader’s location. But, the larger the 
number of samples, the higher the computational time for each iteration. 
Hence, there has to be an optimum selection of the number of samples used, 
since the computational device has a limitation to its computational 
efficiency.
Gaussian motion model: The Gaussian function represents the human motion. 
The Gaussian width and Gaussian sigma controls the prediction of the 
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reader’s movement in the prediction phase. The width controls the 
magnitude of the Gaussian function in one dimension. The smaller the width 
the denser is the approximation of all the samples. An optimum value is to 
be considered for better performance. The denser the approximation causes 
the samples to be concentrated at the base of the actual reader. Because 
of the type of feedback that these reader’s provide, it is possible that a 
reader reads some tags in this iteration and may not read any tag in the 
next iteration. In such a case the algorithm cannot re-localize a reader 
efficiently, given the Gaussian (prediction) model. In case the Gaussian 
width being too large, it causes the samples to assume over a larger area 
and hence the approximation is not accurate.
Tag reading error: Tag reading error introduces noise in the tags read by 
the reader and simulates it. A percentage of randomly chosen tags are 
removed as noise, to check the robustness of the MCL based reader’s 
localization algorithm. Figures C – 8, C – 9 and C – 10 have configuration 
with noise introduced as 25%, 50% and 65%, respectively. The performance 
of the algorithm for tag localization shows acceptable performance for 25% 
noise.
4.2.2. Observations from studying tag localization
The tool provides a graphical solution to localize the tags read by 
the reader’s antennas. It will display tags at relative distance from the 
antenna. The graphics places a tag at the center of the signal strength’s 
band and a rectangular display for a tag on an antenna’s one dimensional 
path. This tag localization approach is used to understand and study the 
physics of RFID. The following observations are from the experimental 
setup and the tag localization approach:
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 The RF attenuation approach localizes tags relative to each other. But,
the resulting localization shows less than satisfactory localization 
since they do not correlate with the actual positions of the tags on 
the one dimensional plane even though it localizes a tag within 
particular signal strength. Antenna propagation models are non-linear 
due to the characteristics of radio waves. The energy transmitted by 
these antenna travel and spread throughout the region as inverse to the 
square of the distance. Knowledge of antenna characteristics and radio 
wave’s propagation models can be used to enhance the localization of 
tags using similar approaches.
 There are many multi-path reflections coming from adjoining objects. 
Hence tags that logically cannot be read with certain RF powers are 
read. Even though an antenna is facing in a different direction, a tag 
behind it is read, due to reflections of radio waves within indoor 
environment.
 Considerable effects due to the type of tags and their orientation is 
noticed, since a tag lying flat on the table has lesser chances of 
being read compared to a tag perpendicular to the table. The tags used 
for the experiments are ALL-9354, which are suggested for use on 
corrugate, plastic and paper. Hence the materials they are tagged to 
have a considerable effect on the tag’s readability.
 The readers are Generation 1 readers. An upgrade to Generation 2 
firmware should improve the localization accuracy.
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5. Conclusions and future work
In order to localize a mobile RFID reader in a pre-tagged 
environment, MCL based particle filtering algorithm is employed. This MCL 
based mobile reader’s localization algorithm uses sampling based density 
representations to approximate the reader’s location. Sampling based 
representations for a reader’s probability density functions approximates 
the state of the reader, i.e. the location of the reader, as a set of 
samples or particles. All samples have likelihood weight associated with 
them in a particular iteration. This likelihood weight associated with 
every sample represents the likelihood of the sample being the reader in 
that iteration. Gaussian approximations to human motion can be applied to 
predict the reader’s movement. The belief represented by the prior 
density, using the Gaussian approximation is updated with likelihood 
weights from the evidence available, in form of the tags read by the 
reader. A signal strength based likelihood model is proposed for a mobile 
RFID reader. A generalized likelihood model is also explained for 
practical reader localization systems. Reader’s location is approximated 
from the weighted set of samples and then a new set is re-sampled for the 
next iteration. 
A Microsoft .NET based software tool is developed to validate and 
analyze the performance of this localization approach. This tool also 
provides various analysis plots to identify crucial parameters that aid in 
designing better localization systems based on this approach. Another part 
of this software tool is a real-time tag localization tool. This real-time 
tag localization is used to study RFID characteristics for tag 
localization using fixed readers. Alien Technology’s ALR-9780 fixed UHF 
RFID readers are used for real-time tag localization study.
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With increasing global initiatives to adopt RFID as a tracking and 
identification system, it will be possible to tag virtually all entities 
around us with tiny, reliable and low cost passive RFID tags. These tags 
can store profile and identification information to provide intelligent 
context aware services. Advanced context aware applications require 
efficient and accurate localization systems, which is important in 
providing enhanced context aware services. This thesis describes a 
software tool developed to validate and analyze the performance of MCL 
based RFID reader’s localization algorithm, which can be adopted for 
localization within RFID infrastructure. The tags read by the reader along 
with the tag’s profile information provide evidence to calculate the
reader’s location. The software tool developed can validate and analyze 
RFID based localization approaches. Similar computer based simulation 
tools can provide performance specifications and system requirements to 
reduce deployment time and save costs. The simulation verifies that the 
localization approach provides an average localization error roughly less 
than 1.5 meters for tag to tag distances of less than 3.5 meters. The 
software tool also analyzes tag localization approach using fixed readers. 
It is realized that the signal strength information is vital to RFID 
systems in order to provide efficient localization using off the shelf 
hardware. There are two major types of advancements possible to this 
thesis work, first being the localization algorithm and its implementation 
details and the second being the software tool developed to analyze the 
algorithm.
1. Localization approach
 The localization approach can be implemented and realized using an 
mobile RFID reader.
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 There exists an inherent duality between tag localization and reader 
localization. RFID tags can be localized using fixed readers where the 
MCL based algorithm’s approximation would be to localize the tag with 
evidence read from a grid of fixed RFID readers.
 Further advanced motion models can be approximated based on typical 
applications where the algorithm can efficiently predict reader’s 
movement when no evidence is available, i.e. no reference tags are 
read.
2. Software tool
 The simulation tool within the software tool can be enhanced by 
providing software components that can simulate and validate various 
other algorithms for the RFID infrastructure.
 Advanced propagation models can be considered based on radio 
characteristics and antenna characteristics. This can aid in efficient 
and more practical localization analysis.
 Internal layout of a building can be specified.
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Appendix A. Radio frequency identification
This appendix provides a general survey and description of radio 
frequency identification (RFID) technology and its applications. Section 
A.1 introduces RFID. Section A.2 describes elements of a typical RFID 
system. Section A.3 gives a brief summary of RFID systems and related 
standards used in the industry.
A.1. Introduction to RFID
RFID stands for Radio Frequency Identification. RFID is a generic 
term used for radio based identification systems. A system that 
communicates with an electronic tag via radio frequency, to identify its 
pre-defined form of identification usually a serial number; can be 
considered as a radio frequency identification system. Historically, RFID 
as a concept have been used since World War II. Allied bombers used to 
identify planes as friends or foe (IFF) by using radio based automatic 
identification techniques. Harry Stockman’s paper titled “Communication by 
means of reflected power” was published in 1948, which addressed passive 
RFID systems. Modern RFID as we know today began its traces back in early 
1970s. A US Patent 3,713,148 in 1973 by Mario Cardullo is the first trace 
of modern RFID.
In past two decades, there has been a tremendous increase in 
development and deployment of RFID systems. Due to recent technological 
advances in wireless communication, electronics and computing technology, 
it is feasible to use RFID for tracking, identification, security and 
other commercial applications. In modern RFID systems, RF signal is sent 
by a radio device (RFID reader). An electronic tag which receives these 
signals will process them and respond back. If the radio signals sent by 
tags are strong enough to reach the reader, it can receive information 
sent by the tag. The information usually a serial number is unique and 
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generally associated with physical attribute. The reader’s controlling 
software so called the middleware has further access to tag information 
within data bases. This serial number can represent a product within the 
inventory of a retail company, or can identify a person within a 
corporation whose access to a secured area has to be verified, etc. RFID 
itself is a very simple concept, but when provided the backend support of 
information technology, information services, data base, remote access to 
information over the World Wide Web; it makes it a very powerful tool and 
is considered the first revolutionizing technology of the 21st century.
A.2. Elements of a typical RFID system
RFID technology fundamentally consists of the following basic 
elements RFID tag, readers, radio characteristics and network.
A.2.1. RFID tag
RFID Tag is a vital component of RFID infrastructure. Each tag 
contains a small silicon chip embedded with a radio antenna, memory and a 
power system. Tags are generally classified by the way they derive power 
for their functionality, as described in Table A- 1.
Tag type Characteristics Economics
Active Battery powered
Use battery source for 
transmitting signals
Expensive and shorter 
life span
Passive No battery
Use incoming RF signal’s 
power for transmitting 
signals and processing
Cheaper and longer life 
span
Semi-passive Battery source for 
processing and computation
Use incoming RF signal’s 
strength for transmitting 
signals
Hybrid tags
Better readability like 
active tags and 
relatively longer life 
span
Table A- 1: RFID tags
Tag sizes vary according to the underlined applications for which it 
is being used. There are tags that can be embedded with an on-board sensor 
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apart from their basic components, in which case these sensors collect 
data and store them and when required can send that data to the readers. 
The size of these tags used in various applications varies from a few 
tenths of a millimeter to a few centimeters. 
A.2.2. RFID reader
RFID reader transmits RF signals and receives RF signal transmitted 
by tags. The tags typically transmit processed signals that contain serial 
numbers which may or may not be encoded with other data.
Readers generally send broadcast messages to read tags present in 
their vicinity. Readers can also send complex configuration commands to a 
subset of tags. They can be configured to query their environment for tags 
and it is also possible to configure a reader to query in case of an 
external event or a user command. Readers can be stand-alone readers that 
can be accessed by a computer network only when required or a reader can 
be connected to a network and may take commands from a remote computer 
over the network, constantly updating it with the tags it reads (tag 
list). Modern readers are completely configurable embedded electronic 
devices and it depends on the application requirements, how a reader reads 
tags and for what purpose. Reader’s size depends on the application the 
reader is used for. Reader sizes, requirements and characteristics vary 
with different applications, and so do their capabilities.
A.2.3. Radio characteristics and network
To understand how RFID works it is important to understand the 
physics of RFID. Most RFID systems work in the unlicensed spectrum. Widely 
used radio frequency bands for RFID are listed in Table A- 2. A network 
and its infrastructure is what make all the hype about RFID. RFID is 
powerful because of the computing power of networks that supports it via a 
network connection or over the World Wide Web. A tag read by a reader is 
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read in form of a serial number or an Electronic Product Code (EPC). This 
serial number (a 96-bit number) is linked to a central data base which has 
its own semantics to provide numbers real life meanings.
Band Frequency (Hz) Characteristics
LF 125 – 134.2 kHz Short reading range (few inches)
Relatively low cost
HF 13.56 MHz Short-medium reading range 
(few inches)
Relatively low cost
UHF 915 MHz Medium-high reading range 
(typically 3 meters)
Higher cost
ISM 2.4 GHz High reading range 
(typically 30 meters)
Relatively high costs
Table A- 2: Radio frequency bands for RFID
A.3. RFID systems, standards and organizations
RFID systems have a wide range of deployment depending on the 
frequencies they use and the applications they are used for. Advantage of 
using RFID systems is their non-line of sight. The tag does not need to be 
in the line of sight of the reader to be read or detected, unlike barcodes 
and other automatic identification technologies. The tags have a 
limitation, that they can be detected within a definite range depending on 
the radio frequency used. There are various organizations involved in 
defining standards for RFID. RFID today is much more than a tag being read 
by a reader and its serial number or serial ID being sent to a computer 
network. RFID is being employed in almost every application for tracking, 
identification, access control, security, etc. There are standards at each 
and every phase within RFID infrastructure. All major standards set for 
RFID and their uses within United States are provided by the following 
institutions: American National Standards Institute (ANSI), The 
Association for Operations Management (APICS), EAN International, EPC 
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global, Federal Communications Commission (FCC), International Electro-
technical Commission (IEC), International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), Uniform Code Council (UCC), and Auto ID Center.
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Appendix B. Context awareness and location awareness
Context aware devices are able to determine the conditions under 
which they are operating and know how to react to those conditions. For 
example a context aware communicating device can know that its user is in 
a movie theatre and can automatically switch off its ringer or can 
transfer unimportant calls to the user’s voice mail. Ubiquitous computing 
and wearable computing have really advanced in the past decade and require 
context awareness. Location awareness is a very important aspect of 
context awareness. A handheld mobile device can know its own location. 
Location sensing has a major impact on context aware services. For 
location aware computing and hence context aware computing to become a 
part of everyday life, it is important to have better location sensing 
techniques and precise knowledge of physical location.
US government’s 911 requirement mandates have made wireless carriers 
provide location accuracies of 50 – 100 meters after the end of 2005. 
Similar European Union mandates have driven wireless carriers incorporate 
location sensing systems based in mobile phones that use GPS systems, base 
station triangulation and what is called as Assisted GPS.
The US retail giant Wal-Mart and US Department of Defense mandates 
require case level tagging with RFID tags from their suppliers. In the 
future it is possible that they may require item level tagging. Wireless 
handheld devices have powerful computing capabilities, Microsoft’s new 
operating system Windows Vista will provide software components for 
location aware applications [29]. Location representation, its required 
accuracy and resolution varies with different applications. A few 
prevailing and futuristic concepts are perceived as:
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 Tracking living and non-living assets for Commercial, Military and 
Security purposes both indoors and outdoors
 Mobile office applications can employ context aware services for 
providing nearest printing services, automatic phone routing, and 
conference aids, etc
 Automatic tours and guides for buildings and museums
 People tracking during social and business gathering
 Tracking during emergencies for medical personnel, fire departments, 
rescue crew
 Household management, secure access to pets, friends, family
 Determining people present in a public place like a shopping mall, 
retail store, restaurants, cafeterias, and their profile knowledge, can 
aid automatic systems to play music preferred by users, update 
temperatures accordingly, and display advertisements preferred by their 
profiles.
 Location and ownership of objects, like bikes on university campuses
 Indoor tracking of people based on their cell phones
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Appendix C. Analysis plots for various configurations
This appendix lists various analysis results and their 
configurations.
Figure C - 1: Analysis plot # 1
Figure C - 2: Analysis plot # 2
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Figure C - 3: Analysis plot # 3
Figure C - 4: Analysis plot # 4
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Figure C - 5: Analysis plot # 5
Figure C - 6: Analysis plot # 6
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Figure C - 7: Analysis plot # 7
Figure C - 8: Analysis plot # 8
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Figure C - 9: Analysis plot # 9
Figure C - 10: Analysis plot # 10
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Figure C - 11: Analysis plot # 11
Figure C - 12: Analysis plot # 12
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